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Gather/Unfurl*

The group of college art students go camping, 
AND�LEARN�FROM�LOCAL�"OY�3COUTS�HOW�TO�MAKE�A�lRE��
They unfurled their sleeping bags. Seven out of ten 
students had never camped and had to try to pitch tents, 
pack appropriate food and clothing to sleep outside. 
It is a class assignment.**
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Communiversity:  
Inside and Outside Art Education

Daniel Tucker1

A camping trip as classroom. An apartment as 
classroom. A boat trip as classroom. A neigh-
bor hood meeting as classroom. A classroom as 
a meeting. A classroom as a garden. A classroom 
as a gallery. A classroom as a home.

)N�THIS�ESSAY�YOU�WILL�lND�A�SELECTIVE�AMALGAM�OF�EXPERIENCES�AND�
REmECTIONS��3TARTING�WITH�A�PERSONAL�REmECTION�ON�MY�LIFE�IN�BETWEEN�
educational models, then a focused section on teaching ecological 
art and a section on independent art school projects, then another 
section on the tensions between working inside and outside formal 
EDUCATIONAL�INSTITUTIONS��AND�lNALLY�A�CONCLUSION�AND�SOME�PROPOS-
ALS��7HAT�IS�ILLUSTRATED�IN�THE�TEXT�ON�THE�FACING�PAGES�IS�A�BRAIDED�
lELDSCAN�OF�THE�WORK�OF�SEVERAL�SPACES�AND�PROJECTS�RELEVANT�TO�
the categories of ecological art education and independent art 
schools, along with my own encounters with them. The goal is 
to set up a proposal for a hybrid educational practice that engages 
contradictions in order to eventually push beyond them.

 1  Dedicated to Dara Greenwald. Before her untimely passing in 2012, 
my close friend Dara was a frequent interlocutor on the subject of 
education. A lover of both school and community, she penned a 
provocative blog post on justseeds.org in 2010 entitled “School as 
Art” following her participation in Rebecca Zorach’s “Pedagogies 
of the Periphery” session at Chicago’s Threewalls Gallery during 
the College Art Association conference that year. See http://just-
seeds.org/school-as-art/.

� 
� �!�NOTE�ON�THE�SOURCES��THE�EXAMPLES�OF�INDEPENDENT�SCHOOL�PROJECTS�
are all drawn from personal encounters between 2005 and 2015. 
The following “eco-art” professors participated in my email inter-
views between 2014 and 2016: Christine Baeumler (University of 
Minnesota), Nicolas Lampert (University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee), 
Amy Franceschini (California College of the Arts), Jeanette Hart-
Mann (5NIVERSITY�OF�.EW�-EXICO), Melinda Stone (University of 
San Francisco), Matthew Friday (State University of New York at 
New Paltz), Sarah Ross (School of the Art Institute of Chicago), 
Sarah Lewison (Southern Illinois University), Brett Hunter (Alfred 
University), and Laurie Palmer (School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
and University of California, Santa Cruz). Additional feedback came 
from participants in my workshop held on April 19, 2015, in the series 
organized by Ariana Jacob and Sheetal Prajapati, where participants 
were asked to share their own ecological art education projects.

 **  Amy Franceschini, interview with the author, December 1, 2014.
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We gathered. A living room is packed, we are 
there for a discussion about the geopolitical dimension 
OF�THE������&RENCH�RIOTS��7E�ARE�INSIDE�THE�SMALL�mAT�OF�
Henriette and Jakob, known then as Copenhagen Free 
University.*
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INTRODUCTION

!N�!RTIST�IN�AN�/FlCE�AND�THE�0ROJECT� 
of Self-Directed Learning

&IND�A�BOOK�ON�A�SHELF�AND�SEE�WHERE�IT�LEADS�YOU��
GO�ON�A�lELD�TRIP�AND�SEE�WHAT�GRABS�YOUR�ATTENTION�

Like most aspects of one’s life, an educational philosophy is as 
much a response to time spent learning in various environments 
AS�IT�IS�A�DISCRETE�THEORY��!S�A�CHILD�)�WAS�EDUCATED�IN�AN�EXPERI-
mental public school focused on social justice and self-directed 
learning. Initially this offered a model for education which felt 
very much like an unplanned journey through ideas, a Situationist-
inspired DÏRIVE in the library.2�)TS�PRACTICE�WAS�A�MIX�BETWEEN�EXPE-
riential learning and a hippie variation on what human resources 
departments now call “competency-based education.” Essentially 
THIS�MEANT�lELD�TRIPS�AND�LOTS�OF�UNSTRUCTURED�INDEPENDENT�WORK��
Without being given conventional grades or homework, the young 
STUDENTS�WERE�LEFT�TO�THEMSELVES�FOR�LONG�PERIODS�OF�TIME�TO�EXPLORE��
The vision, it seemed, was that something would inspire enough 
CURIOSITY�FOR�THE�STUDENTS�TO�lND�AND�PUSH�THEIR�WAY�INTO�AN�INTEGRAL�
approach to any given topic, form, or technique.

3ATISlED�WITH�THIS�INDEPENDENT�APPROACH��UPON�THE�COMPLE-
tion of high school I had no aspirations to reenter formal education. 
Then a friend suggested an alternative route, describing a unique 
PLACE�WHERE�MY�DISPARATE�INTERESTS�IN�GRAFlTI��ACTIVISM��STREET�THEATER��
GLOBAL�SUBCULTURES��AND�THE�ORGANIZING�OF�EVENTS�AND�EXHIBITIONS�COULD�
NOT�ONLY�COEXIST�BUT�WOULD�BE�INTERPRETED�THROUGH�AN�INCREASINGLY�
HETEROGENEOUS�HISTORICAL�CANON��7ITH�NO�SIGNIlCANT�TRAINING�IN�ART��
I was soon off to art school and within a decade had also completed 
a master’s degree in art at a research university. In parallel to that, 
most of my free time was spent participating in and documenting 
social movements that brought together farmers, students, and labor 
activists to learn how the global economy worked. Drawing from 
that inspiration, I took on many projects that tried to facilitate such 
informal and collaborative ways of learning with diverse and eclectic 
groups. I had found my educational home in the strange and special 
place that is art school in tandem with community spaces where art 
AND�ACTIVISM�MIXED��7ITH�TWO�lNEARTS�DEGREES�IN�TOW��MY�MOVEMENT�
INSIDE�AND�OUTSIDE�AND�ON�THE�FRINGES�OF�WHAT�MOST�PEOPLE�EXPERIENCE�
as formal education has now led me fully back into the classroom.

� �� �&OR�A�DElNITION�OF�DÏRIVE�SEE�'UY�$EBORD��h$ElNITIONS�v�TRANS��
Ken Knabb, )NTERNATIONALE�3ITUATIONNISTE�¬� (Paris, June 1958), 
ARCHIVED�AT�HTTP���WWW�CDDC�VT�EDU�SIONLINE�SI�DElNITIONS�HTML�

� 
� �4HE�#OPENHAGEN�&REE�5NIVERSITY�EXISTED�FROM������TO������AND�
is archived at http://copenhagenfreeuniversity.dk/.
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They unfurled. “They learned how to glean from 
four farmers’ markets and, with what they gathered, 
CREATIVELY�DESIGN�A�MENU�TO�FEED�APPROXIMATELY�SEVENTY�
lVE�PEOPLE��4HROUGH�THIS�WE�FOUND�THAT�STUDENTS�CREATED�
a strong community—from the beginning. They created 
a community amongst themselves, with the folks they 
SERVE��THE�FARMERS�THEY�GLEAN�PRODUCE�FROM�)�lND�IT�
impossible to teach community building skills through 
READINGS�AND�ONEOFF�EXPERIENCES�AND�LEARNED�THAT�THE�
students created community due to their need to rely on 
each other—folks were depending on them, they wanted 
to prepare delicious food and they needed one another 
to make this happen—they had a blast in the kitchen 
and were so proud of their accomplishments when 
the diverse group of assembled eaters praised their 
wares.”—Melinda Stone*
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Five days a week I wake up and go to work at a school. It is 
a small art school in the center of Philadelphia where I run a small 
new graduate department called “Social & Studio Practices.” It is 
one of these multifaceted jobs that requires a virtuosic balancing 
act of eclectic activities that feels almost designed to result in a few 
things falling. I’m not complaining. This is who I am. While I am 
critical of my own neoliberalizing subjectivity, my whole life with 
mEXIBLE�PROJECT�WORK�AND�INTERDISCIPLINARY�EDUCATION�HAS�BEEN�A�
TRAINING�GROUND�FOR�SUCH�ECLECTICISM��AND�ALSO�FOR�THE�VERY�SPECIlC�
kinds of questions our department asks about art.

On a day like today I may move from a meeting with a 
community organization we are hosting an event for, to an email 
EXCHANGE�WITH�A�STUDENT�ABOUT�THE�ROLE�OF�MASTERY�IN�THE�CONTEXT�
of deskilled and dematerialized project-based art, and then to the 
writing of some copy for an advertisement in an art magazine, a task 
that could not be entrusted to the marketing department because 
THEY�LACK�FAMILIARITY�WITH�CODES�SPECIlC�TO�THE�DISCOURSE�SURROUND-
ing today’s participatory art. Then I might design a survey for the 
school’s entire student body about diversity and inclusion, and go 
on to book some travel for an upcoming visit to a public art sympo-
sium in a nearby city. At night I come home to eat dinner and work 
on my Communiversity essay, which you are now reading. And then 
I wake up tomorrow and spend half the day writing a grant report 
FOR�SOME�RECENT�FUNDING�FOR�AN�EXHIBIT�ABOUT�SOCIAL�MOVEMENTS�
AND�POETRY��BEFORE�DEVOTING�THE�SECOND�HALF�TO�STUDIO�VISITS�WITH�SIX�
graduate students who work across ceramics, photography, installa-
tion, performance, youth media, and participatory action research. 
With me are two visiting artists I have scheduled to join us in order 
to make up for the fact that our faculty, comprised nearly entirely 
of adjuncts, can’t be available for regular meetings with students.

Such jobs are a contemporary phenomenon insofar as they 
represent a dissolved division of labor characteristic of our post- 
industrial era, but they build off the precedent set by there being 
increasingly more artists teaching in higher education. As anthro-
pologist Judith Adler wrote in !RTISTS�IN�/FlCES, her impressive 1979 
ethnography of the California Institute of the Arts, “Finally freed 
from the compulsions of the marketplace, the university artist 
engaged in his aesthetic research can feel more purely professional 
than those artists whose projects are compromised by other ways 
of making a living […] who can afford for only a limited time to 
EXPLORE�AN�IDEA�WHICH�DOES�NOT�SELL�v3 Later in the book, Adler 
describes the tensions of running an institution with employees 
WHOSE�PRIOR�WORK�EXPERIENCE�HAS�PREDISPOSED�THEM�TO�TREAT�THE�

 3  Judith Adler, !RTISTS�IN�/FlCES (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 1979), 11.

 *  Melinda Stone, interview with the author, December 3, 2016.
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7E�GATHERED��&OR�FOUR�NIGHTS�IN�THE�lNANCIAL�
DISTRICT�OF�-ANHATTAN�WE�GATHERED�IN�THE�THIRDmOOR�
meeting rooms of 16 Beaver Street to discuss neo-
liberalism. We came back the following year, in 2006, 
for three more nights of presentations and discussion. 
To begin that process, the hosts shared in their notes 
THAT�h#ONTINENTAL�$RIFT�IS�A�MODULAR�AND�EXPERIMENTAL�
seminar which has embarked upon the ‘impossible’ task 
of articulating the immense geopolitical and economic 
shifts which took place between 1989 and 2001, the 
effects of those changes on the emerging bodies of 
governance (i.e., the formation of economic blocs like 
EU or NAFTA) and in turn the effects on subjectivity 
 today. We seek individuals who are concerned about 
what is taking place around us in the name of politics. 
We may be activists, artists, cultural workers, non-
aligned subjects, whatever singularities seeking possible 
LINES�OF�mIGHT�WHICH�MAY�BE�COLLECTIVE��/UR�GOAL�IS�TO�USE�
these seminars to take our inquiries beyond self- interest 
and contribute to this pool that some have called the 
general intellect. We hope in sharing our thoughts, 
RESEARCH�AND�EXPERIMENTS��WE�MAY�INITIATE�FURTHER�
�EXPERIMENTATIONS�WITH�COLLECTIVE�RESEARCH�ACTION�AND�
actually connect to various movements.”*
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school as a temporary site of engagement: “The early institute was 
a utopian community in which the longer one stayed, the further 
one fell from honor.”4 Indeed, art school is simultaneously a place 
where some of the most dynamic ideas and people in art go to die 
and, one hopes, sometimes to grow. Fast-forwarding thirty-eight 
YEARS�PAST�THE�MOMENT�WHEN�!DLER�WAS�WRITING��TODAY�WE�lND�MANY�
more people staying in such jobs, and many art schools growing. 
This development has produced a range of new challenges and 
new possibilities.5

As the critic Pascal Gielen says of the present moment look-
ing forward, even though there is “a nostalgic longing for a new 
elite and the training of artists in isolation […] art education cannot 
isolate itself from the world, like the classical academies did.”6 
$RAWING�ON�MY�OWN�EXPERIENCES�IN�THE�lELD�IN�THE�STREETS�AND�IN�
the garden, in alternative and conventional schools alike—I focus 
on socially engaged art education because it has the potential to 
change both art and social life by taking all the things that art 
means to people and reconnecting them with how art is described 
and organized in society. Such art education has to move beyond 
debates about artistic autonomy and must assume the necessity of 
schools being relevant to and engaged with society. Going beyond 
merely a narrow market-driven approach to some new discipline or 
subgenre of art, this work can merge the best of art education’s past 
with the necessity of connecting with new concerns. As the curator 
Okwui Enwezor wrote while serving as Dean of Academic Affairs 
at San Francisco Art Institute, “The task I see for art schools lies 

 4  Ibid., 88–90.
 5  The critic Jerry Saltz and the artist Coco Fusco, among others, have 

penned some useful and pointed criticisms of the current state of 
art schools, focused largely on their cost. Additionally, Saltz points 
OUT�THAT�hWE�NEED�TO�lND�A�WAY�TO�STOP�DOGMAS�FROM�BEING�TAUGHT�
and teachers from inculcating students with ideas that were fashion-
able 30 or 40 years ago, when the instructors were the student’s 
age. Not to mention that too many of those who teach in the actual 
art departments everywhere have these privileged positions based 
on doubtful credentials, long-ago, onetime accomplishments, or, 
in the case of a lot of men my age, only good-old-boy connections. 
These teachers get into these places, never leave, and rot insti-
tutions and unsuspecting students from the inside.” Jerry Saltz, 
“We Need to Reconsider Art School,” Vulture, December 5, 2014, 
http://www.vulture.com/2014/12/we-need-to-reconsider-art-school.
html; see also Coco Fusco, “Debating an MFA? The Lowdown 
on Art School Risks and Returns,” Modern Painters, December 2013, 
reprinted at http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/989814/
debating-an-mfa-the-lowdown-on-art-school-risks-and-returns.

 6  Pascal Gielan and Paul De Bruyne, “The Catering Regime,” 
introduction to Teaching Art in the Neoliberal Realm: Realism  versus 
Cynicism, ed. Pascal Gielan and Paul De Bruyne (Amsterdam: 
Antennae/Valiz, 2012).

 * http://16beavergroup.org/drift/intro2006ny.htm.
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Across the southwestern United States every 
fall the Land Arts of the American West program takes 
ART�STUDENTS�INTO�THE�lELD�TO�EXPLORE�TOPICS��INCLUDING�
7ATER�SHED��THE�5�3�-EXICO�"ORDER��&OODSHED���5TOPIAN�
Architecture, Land Use, Eminent Domain, Resource 
%XTRACTION�AND�THE�2IGHTS�OF�.ATURE��*EANETTE�(ART
Mann, the instructor, shared that “the objectives of this 
COURSE�ARE�TO�ORIENT�STUDENTS�WITHIN�THE�EXPANSIVE�lELD�
of social and environmental issues in the most profound 
WAY�POSSIBLE��WHILE�MAINTAINING�AN�EXPERIMENTAL�SPACE�
for each student to respond independently, collectively, 
creatively, and critically […]. Teaching environmental 
stewardship is not the primary objective of the LAAW 
program, but it might be implicated in many of the 
activities and projects undertaken. Stewardship implies 
that we know what the best environmental practices are, 
and this basic assumption is often fraught with prob-
lematics of power structures, dominant cultural trends, 
and historic norms, which are the roots of many of these 
issues. This territory also includes both environmental 
and social relationships, which should not be parsed out, 
one over the other. What LAAW does is support skills 
NECESSARY�TO�ASK�QUESTIONS�THROUGH�BROADENING�EXPERIEN-
tial investigations on the ground and deconstructing the 
normative of environmental and social structures and 
nature/ culture debates.”* They unfurled.
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IN�RECONCILING�THE�EXPERIMENTAL��RADICAL�PRACTICES�OF�THE�INDIVIDUAL�
artist with the unruly, unpredictable, asymmetrical relations that 
constitute the world in which such art is fashioned and realized.”7

ECO ART EDU

Place-Based Arts Pedagogy and “Connective Aesthetics”

4O�MOVE�FROM�INSIDE�THE�AIRCONDITIONED��WIl�
enabled thumbtacked walls into where the city and 
the garden converge with social and natural worlds 
beyond any invented boundaries: into a liminal 
space where learning by doing can occur.

My interest in ecologically-minded art education is twofold. First 
is a pedagogical interest, which has led me to consider the possi-
bility of an arts pedagogy that is place-based and that models how 
art should be taught today—a pedagogy that is literally inside and 
outside the school, merging the concerns of both spheres. Second, 
and fundamentally, I am hopeful that anyone offering an ecological 
�PERSPECTIVE�IN�ANY�EDUCATIONAL�CONTEXT�AT�THIS�MOMENT�IN�THE�PLAN-
et’s history can encourage and orient attention toward practices 
that will ameliorate the effects of climate change and other environ-
MENTAL�TRANSFORMATIONS�THAT�HAVE�LED�SCIENTIlC�EXPERTS�TO�PROPOSE�
that we are living in a new geological epoch, one based on humani-
TY�S�IMPACT�ON�%ARTH�THAT�IS�hDElNED�BY�NUCLEAR�TESTS��PLASTIC�POLLU-
tion and domesticated chicken.” This is how art must be taught in 
the anthropocene, and it can show us how we have lived and how 
we can live differently.8

2ANGING�FROM�AESTHETIC�EXPERIMENTS�WITH�MAPPING�TO�PLANTING�
and maintaining vegetation, the teaching of ecologically minded art 
looks and feels as diverse as ecological art itself. In her writing on 
how eco-art could be taught, the scholar Hilary Inwood proposes 
that tools such as empathetic listening, dialogue, and collabora-
TION�ARE�KEY�TO�A�hCONTEXTUALLY�SITUATEDv�ARTS�PEDAGOGY�THAT�TAKES�
into consideration the needs, ideologies, values, and sociopolitical 
CONCERNS�OF�SPECIlC�PLACES�AND�COMMUNITIES�9�)N�THE�FACING�TEXT�
we encounter teachers who took their students to farmers’ mar-
KETS�AND�SOUP�KITCHENS��4HESE�EMBODIED�EXPERIENCES�ARE�AT�ONCE�

 7  Okwui Enwezor, “Schools of Thought,” Frieze, November 2, 2006, 
https://frieze.com/article/schools-thought.

 8  Damian Carrington, “The Anthropocene Epoch: Scientists 
$ECLARE�$AWN�OF�(UMAN)NmUENCED�!GE�v�Guardian, August 29, 
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/aug/29/
DECLAREANTHROPOCENEEPOCHEXPERTSURGEGEOLOGICALCONGRESS�
human-impact-earth.

 *  Jeanette Hart-Mann, interview with the author, January 3, 2015.
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We gathered. In Chinatown we convened at 
the storefront of Telic, to discuss California’s educa-
tional budget crisis and what it means from the per-
spective both of alternative educators and of itinerant, 
hFREEWAY�mIERv�ADJUNCT�PROFESSORS��+NOWN�TO�MOST�AS�
LA  Public School, this space “is a school with no curric-
ulum. It is not accredited, it does not give out degrees, 
AND�IT�HAS�NO�AFlLIATION�WITH�THE�PUBLIC�SCHOOL�SYSTEM��
It is a framework that supports autodidactic activities, 
operating under the assumption that everything is in 
everything.”*�4HE�FOUNDERS�EXPLAIN��h7E�THINK�OF�THE�
Public School as a large scale collaborative public art 
project, one that has taken us by surprise in terms of 
how large it’s becoming.”**
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completely obvious and strangely foreign to arts education. As 
Inwood elaborates, much of the standard art-education curriculum 
“falls short, as the images and ideas that lessons are based on are 
often far removed from the lives of learners […]. As learners iden-
tify and study features of issues central to their own community, 
they are developing their own content and constructing their own 
knowledge, a powerful means of making learning relevant. It is 
through this means that environmental issues will be made personal 
and learners will be more likely to translate shifts in thinking into 
concrete action.”10

As Inwood suggests, ecological art education can also serve 
TO�hGREENv�THE�lELD�OF�ART�EDUCATION�IN�GENERAL�hTO�HELP�GROW�A�
MORE�SUSTAINABLE�PRAXIS�WITHIN�THE�DISCIPLINE�[of art]. This entails 
a philosophical shift […] and also a practical shift, one that reduces 
THE�WASTE�AND�TOXICITY�ON�WHICH�MANY�ART�PROGRAMS�ARE�BUILT�;x=��
I [also] see eco-art education as a means to broaden the bounda-
ries of environmental education that have been rooted so heavily 
in science education in the past.”11 Suzi Gablick, who advocates 
the concept of “connective aesthetics,” has suggested in her essays 
and books that eco-art can be a corrective to past attempts in the 
history of art to isolate itself or be overly self-referential. Since 
the early 1990s she has been arguing that “we need to cultivate 
the  connective, relational self as thoroughly as we have cultivated, 
in the many years of abstract thinking, the mind geared to the 
 principle of  individual selfhood.”12

!FlRMING�'ABLICK�S�AND�)NWOOD�S�CALLS�FOR�A�MORE�INTEGRAL�
art-education practice of connectivity, many educators practicing 
ecological art education shared observations in interviews with 
me about the necessity of the ethical capacities of listening, an 
engagement with place, and a time commitment for all socially 
engaged art practices. As Amy Franceschini, a professor teach-
ing such a course in the Fall 2011 term at the California College 
OF�THE�!RTS�IN�3AN�&RANCISCO��REMARKED��h)�THINK�lRST�AND�FORE-
MOST�WE�NEED�TO�GET�STUDENTS�OUT�INTO�THE�lELD�AND�NOT�SITTING�IN�
CLASSES�IMAGING�WHAT�THE�lELD�IS�OR�EVEN�REPRESENTING�IT�IT�MUST�

 9  Hilary Inwood, “Mapping Eco-Art Education,” Canadian Review of 
Art Education 35, no. 1 (2008): 64–65. In this section Inwood draws 
on the writings of Gablick, Blandy, Hoffman, Neperud, and Garoian. 
She adds that this type of pedagogy could use environmental and 
LANDSCAPE�ART�OF�THE�PAST�IN�ORDER�TO�CRITICALLY�REmECT�ON�THE�META-
phors and values frequently found in these works.

 10  Ibid., 67.
 11  Ibid., 69–70.
 12  Suzi Gablick, “Connective Aesthetics,” American Art 6, no. 2 

(Spring 1992): 2. See also her book The Reenchantment of Art 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1991).

 *  http://thepublicschool.org/ and http://telic.info/node/30.
 **  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw6ZErqo-4Y.
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4HE�COURSE�CATALOG�FOR�THE�ART�SCHOOL�EXPLAINS�
that the sculpture course Knowledge Lab: Art & 
%COLOGY�hEXPLORES�ARTISTIC�RESPONSES�TO�ECOLOGICAL�ISSUES�
and environmental sustainability. Using the Columbus 
building garden as a classroom, students will learn 
about how plants, soils, architecture and materials work 
together to produce an ecological system.”* Sarah Ross, 
THE�INSTRUCTOR��EXPLAINS��h/H��IT�S�REALLY�GREAT�BECAUSE�
THERE�ARE�VERY�SIMPLE�AND�COMPLEX�SYSTEMS�AT�WORK�IN�
the soil, in the growing process, that are useful anal-
OGIES�TO�ARTMAKING��&URTHER��LIKE�IN�OTHER�ART�lELDS��
 students want to use their hands to make things happen. 
In a garden space you can plant and manipulate things 
AND�DEPENDING�ON�THE�TIME�WEATHER�SUN�EXPOSURE��
you can see things unfold. The natural world becomes 
responsive to how you manipulate [it] so students see 
this collaborator, if you will—another body/force/
material that (depending on what it is) responds or 
sometimes even acts.” She goes on: “I feel that it 
is imperative to teach Environmental Justice ideas. 
-Y�lRST�CLASS��)�FELT�STUDENTS�COULD�EASILY�COME�IN�AND�
leave the class thinking that if they shopped at co-ops 
or otherwise did things in their life it would be better—
and if only OTHER people did that too, then kumbaya! 
So I think it’s critical to talk about the everyday facts of 
WHERE�LANDlLLS�END�UP��WHERE�TOXIC�INDUSTRIES�ARE�ZONED��
WHO�lGHTS�BACK��WHO�WINS�v** They unfurled.
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be lived.” She continued, “I think the biggest challenge is [the] 
time/duration of semester’s/class time. I think programs tar-
geted at ‘ecology, community organizing’ etc., need to be rad-
ically restructured. I was able to convince Mills [College in 
Oakland, where she had previously worked] and my students for 
one semester to squeeze the semester time (seventy hours) into 
a few  weekends and overnight trips. This worked rather well, 
BUT�IT�WAS�STILL�A�VERY�CONDENSED�EXPERIENCE�v13

Anyone teaching place-based art runs up against such 
a  tension—what kinds of skills do you need to do this work, what 
are the relevant disciplines that need to be put in dialogue with 
one another, and how can the regimes and systems of value and 
time utilized in the classroom of the academy translate across 
CONTEXTS��4HIS�CAN�CLEARLY�BE�SEEN�IN�THE�SEEMINGLY�ENDLESS�LITANY�
OF�hPROlCIENCIESv�AND�hLITERACIESv�SAID�TO�BE�NEEDED�TO�CONSTITUTE�
A�TWENTYlRSTCENTURY�STUDENT�EXPERIENCE��ONE�OF�THE�MOST�PROM-
INENT�PROPOSALS�IN�THIS�REGARD�IS�TO�EXPAND�THE�34%-�RUBRIC�OF�
science, technology, engineering, and math into STEAM, through 
the  inclusion of art.14 Building on a history (though typically unac-
knowledged) of art/science collaborations in the subgenres of Art 
and Technology, Systems Aesthetics, Land Art, and Ecological 
Art to name a few, this fusion of disciplines has the potential to 
reconcile the historical division of the sciences and the humanities 
into “two cultures” if it is approached critically and is not entirely 
subservient to the demands of industry, where so much science 
and technology education has turned.15

3PECIlCALLY��THE�HISTORICAL�PRECEDENTS�OF�ECOLOGICAL�ART�EDU-
cation can be traced back to a small group of artists who have 
worked with ecological themes since the 1960s, including Joseph 
Beuys, Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Patricia Johanson, and the col-
laborative team of Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison. 
The Harrisons’ early works, such as “Full Farm” (1974), sought 

 13  Amy Franceschini, interview with the author, December 1, 2014.
 14  Anna Feldman, “STEAM Rising: Why We Need to Put the Arts 

into STEM Education,” Slate, June 16, 2015. http://www.slate.com/
articles/technology/future_tense/2015/06/steam_vs_stem_why_we_
need_to_put_the_arts_into_stem_education.html. While critics of 
the inclusion of art instruction in STEM argue that it would distract 
from the acquisition of so-called hard STEM skills needed to work 
in industry, advocates promote it for reasons ranging from the peda-
gogical (creativity will enhance the sciences) to the tactical (funds are 
getting cut for art, so tying it to more marketable or fashionable dis-
ciplines can serve to secure or increase resources for art education).

 15  C. P. Snow, 4HE�4WO�#ULTURES�AND�THE�3CIENTIlC�2EVOLUTION (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1961). Based on a lecture delivered at 
the University of Cambridge on May 7, 1959.

 *  http://www.saic.edu/academics/areasofstudy/sustainability/.
 **  Sarah Ross, interview with the author, January 14, 2015.
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Approaching through the long corridor of trees 
builds anticipation and inevitably quiets any car radio 
or conversation. You are going somewhere special. 
“What is different about Mildred’s Lane is that it is 
a home; reassembling the connections between work-
ing, living, and researching through contemporary 
concepts and projects sensitive to site. This unusual 
artist’s project invites you to participate in the shared 
EXPERIENCE�AND�PRODUCTION�OF�RESEARCHDRIVEN�PROJECTS�
within a truly transdisciplinary and collaborative work 
ENVIRONMENT��!PPARENT�OBSTACLES�IN�TRADITIONAL�lNE�ARTS�
classrooms have been counter-productive to developing 
environments where the practitioner, the student, and 
the institution can collapse roles in attempt to coevolve 
a curriculum for new and emergent practices. Thus, 
THE�-ILDRED�S�,ANE�0ROJECT�EXISTS�IN�THE�EVERYDAY�WITH�
a revolutionary rigorous rethinking (the 3 Rs) of the 
CONTEMPORARY�ART�COMPLEX��4HESE�RARE�AND�VALUABLE�
CONDITIONS�OF�EXCHANGE��COLLABORATION��AND�GENEROSITY�
ARE�SHARED�EXPERIENCES�THAT�HAVE�TRANSFORMATIVE�AND�
lifelong effects on how we think of ourselves as creative 
practitioners functioning in the social and civic sphere. 
At the core of this new curriculum are two principles: 
(1) that research and project-based learning are best 
PURSUED�IN�THE�CONTEXT�OF�AN�ACTUAL�SITE�WITH�SOCIAL�
engagement; and (2) social education should be princi-
pally involved in the development of new modes of liv-
ing—what we call workstyles. Work is our life; therefore 
we weave our lifestyle through it; taking our practices 
out of the studio and applying the conceptual tools to 
every aspect of living; with creative, mindful, sustaina-
ble adaptive reuse of everything we have at hand—being 
local.”*�7E�GATHERED�TO�ENGAGE�IN�AN�EXPERIMENTAL�SEMI-
nar on paying attention.
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to create living workshops about food and ecology for children 
in tandem with their careers teaching at University of California 
Santa Cruz. Joseph Beuys put forth numerous aesthetic and writ-
ten proposals for an ecological approach to art and life while he 
EXPERIMENTED�WITH�PEDAGOGY�AT�THE�$àSSELDORF�!CADEMY�OF�!RT��
An outgrowth of the work of this period was his involvement 
WITH�THE�7EST�'ERMAN�'REEN�0ARTY�AND�AN�EXPERIMENTAL�SCHOOL�
known as the Free International University for Creativity and 
Interdisciplinary Research.16 More recently, since the 1980s, artists 
including Agnes Dennis, Mark Dion, Dan Peterman, Peter Fend, 
Mel Chin, Lynne Hull, dominique mazeaud, Cornelia Parker, 
Fern Shaffer and Othello Anderson, and Nance Klehm have fur-
ther developed their ecological art practices alongside consistent 
teaching both inside and outside institutions. Online and physical 
communities and veritable “schools” of ecological art practice have 
been formed through projects including A Studio in the Woods 
in New Orleans, Ocean Earth Construction and Development 
Corporation, Green Museum, People’s Climate Art, Fossil Funds 
Free, Ecovention, Center for Land Use Interpretation, Midwest 
Radical Cultural Corridor, Mildred’s Lane, and Platform London.

7HAT�EXCEEDS�THE�CLASSROOM�IS�NOT�A�QUESTION�FOR�THE�ARTS�
alone, as schooling in the humanities has also been grappling with 
approaches to support publicly engaged scholarship.17 In business 
as well, the concepts of “social entrepreneurship” and “social 
impact” have taken hold and the education of business leaders has 
followed suit, accompanied by academic departments and fellow-
ship programs.18 That programs aimed at social and ecological 
IMPACT�HAVE�BEEN�DEVELOPING�IN�THE�CONTEXT�OF�ART�AND�BUSINESS�
schools alike points to the opportunism of education in an era of 
CONSTANTLY�EXPANDING�MARKETS��WHEN�EVEN�THE�DESIRE�TO�DO�GOOD�
can come with a hefty price tag.

The objectives of environmental and social justice place 
A��PRIMACY�ON�THE�PRElGURATIVE��WHICH�IS�AN�INTEGRAL�RELATIONSHIP�
between means and ends. That the institutions advancing such 
concepts through education do not often embody such values 
produces an important contradiction. This can leave the committed 

 16  Cara Jordan, “Appealing for an Alternative: Ecology and 
Environmentalism in Joseph Beuys’ Projects of Social Sculpture,” 
Seismopolite 15 (September 2016), http://www.seismopolite.com/
appealing-for-an-alternative-ecology-and-environmentalism-in- 
joseph-beuys-projects-of-social-sculpture.

 17  For a crash course on these initiatives, see the website of the orga-
nization Imagining America, http://imaginingamerica.org/.

 18  See the websites of Ashoka and Echoing Green organizations 
(ashoka.org; echoinggreen.org), and the “social and environmental 
impact guide” to graduate programs released by Net Impact, https://
www.netimpact.org/business-as-unusual/top-50-social-impact.

 *  http://www.mildredslane.com/curriculum/.
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During an online class for art educators, instruc-
tor Ann Rosenthal wove in the history of activist art 
since the 1960s, and in the second half of the “Eco/
Community” course the students had to propose a 
project for their own community. A student living in 
rural New Hampshire developed a project about wells 
AND�WATER�SOURCES��THEN�DEVELOPED�VISUAL�AND�TEXTUAL�
responses that were displayed in a local library. They 
unfurled.*
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practitioners (educator and learners alike, as the roles are often 
necessarily blurry) with seemingly few options for reconciling the 
tensions involved in advancing these skills, values, and curricula 
in an era characterized as much by greenwashing as domesticated 
chickens. Possible paths forward could lead such educators to 
CREATE�EXPERIMENTS�ON�THE�EDGES�OF�THE�CLASSROOM��ALTER�THE�POLICIES�
and practices of the school from the classroom to the precincts of 
the administration,19 or start their own schools.

INDEPENDENT ART SCHOOLS

The “Third Places” Where Education Is a Material

7HAT�IT�LOOKS�LIKE�IS�MODEST��)T�S�OFTEN�SOME�KIND�
of storefront or warehouse or cabin space that gets 
activated for the purposes of a lecture or a dis-
cussion by a relatively small number of dedicated 
people who are committed enough to the topic to 
spend their evenings or weekends with some combi-
nation of strangers and friends talking about ideas. 
What it feels like can change your life.

There is nothing more admirable than to follow one’s inspiration 
and curiosity in the pursuit of self-directed learning. Artists and 
craftspeople have modeled this practice for as long as anyone 
has, eschewing disciplinary boundaries and following the threads 
AND�KNOTS�THAT�A�MATERIAL�OR�CONCEPTUAL�EXPLORATION�OFFERS�UP�IN�
a  chaotic and playful manner. And it is therefore these makers 
who have taken up the substance of education (knowledge) as well 
as its conventions (curriculum, instruction, school) as forms in 
AND�OF�THEMSELVES��!S�OUTLINED�IN�ONE�TEXT�REmECTING�ON�THE�KINDS�
of schools recently created by artists, many are characterized by 
a “post- hierarchical learning environment where there are no 
 teachers, just co-participants.”20

And what of the ideas that one encounters in such a space? 
What ideology, real or performed, informs the coded style of 
ENCOUNTER�THAT�YOU�lND�IN�A�SCHOOL�21 What ideas do schools run 

� ��� �/NE�SUCH�EXAMPLE�RELATING�TO�ECOLOGICAL�CONCERNS�IS�THE�COORDINA-
tion of art-school “sustainability coordinators” through the PALS 
network; see http://www.sustainablepals.com/.

 20  Kristina Lee Podesva, “A Pedagogical Turn: Brief Notes on 
Education as Art,” Fillip 6 (Summer 2007)��HTTP���lLLIP�CA�
content/a-pedagogical-turn.

� 
� �%XAMPLE�SHARED�DURING�THE�WORKSHOP�h!PPROPRIATE�3OCIAL�
Technology: Ethics & Ecology in the Classroom with Daniel 
Tucker,” April 19, 2015, at the Open Engagement conference 
at Carnegie Mellon University.
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We gathered in an old gym in central Germany, 
repurposed as a learning center during a major inter-
NATIONAL�EXHIBITION��%VERY�NIGHT�THERE�ARE�MEALS�AND�
presentations, and regularly the group hosts various 
“learn-in” events (re-envisioned “teach-ins” of the past) 
about “Revocation,” “the Commons” and “non-capi-
TALIST�LIFE�v�WHICH�THE�ORGANIZERS�EXPLAIN�VIA�A�SERIES�OF�
questions: “Why is it easier to imagine the destruction 
OF�THE�PLANET�THAN�AN�END�TO�CAPITALISM��#AN�WE�EXPLORE�
together the potential for non-capitalist life? What does 
it look like, sound like, feel like, move like, taste like?”

“Through the collaborations in Kassel and 
other cities prior to dOCUMENTA (13), as well as the 
involvement of artists, thinkers, and visitors, a möbius 
STRIPnLIKE�EXPERIMENTAL�PUBLIC�PROGRAM�WILL�EMERGE�OVER�
the 100 days, blurring lines between inside and outside, 
learning and play, acting and thinking; resulting in food 
initiatives, urban gardening, therapeutic processes, (un)
WORKSHOPS��SCREENINGS��DISCUSSIONS��EXPERIMENTS��AND�
situations inspiring aesthetic or political imaginaries.”*
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by co-participants decide to frame? A casual survey of the current 
topics for courses and meetings held by groups of the “Public 
School” initiative in Brussels, Los Angeles, New York, Berlin, 
Copenhagen, or the Bay Area include: Speculative Realism in 
Television and Literature, Public Art Reading Group, Theoretical 
Sources of Syriza’s Left Platform, On Violence, Viewpoint Magazine 
Reading Group, Architecture and Power, “The Passions Are 
Proportional to the Destinies”: A Brief History of Utopian 
Socialism, The Native and the Refugee, Rammed Earth 
Construction, Politics and Society Reading Group on I. I. Rubin’s 
h%SSAYS�ON�-ARX�S�4HEORY�OF�6ALUE�v�AND�$/).'��A�STUDY�OF�THE�
origins of theater.22

7HILE�)�AM�FOCUSING�HERE�ON�EXAMPLES�THAT�ARE�SELFCON-
sciously connected to the practice of art, there are many such 
informal education practices that are intentionally and inherently 
more integrated into the lives of larger numbers of people, such as 
the activities of libraries, trade unions, political organizations, and 
religious spaces. Such environments constitute what Ray Oldenberg 
has termed “third places,” which are locales between work and 
home where adults can develop themselves as full human beings. 
In their book about independent adult-learning practices, Stephen 
$��"ROOKlELD�AND�*OHN�$��(OLST�REmECT�THAT�THE�lELD�OF�hADULT�
education has traditionally viewed learning in an all-encompass-
ING��EXPANSIVE�WAY�AS�THE�DELIBERATE�ATTEMPTS�BY�ADULTS�TO�DEVELOP�
THEIR�SKILL��EXTEND�THEIR�KNOWLEDGE��OR�CULTIVATE�CERTAIN�DISPOSITIONS�
in a particular direction.”23 Many such practices are presented in 
BENIGN��NEUTRAL�AND�UTILITARIAN�TERMS��WHILE�OTHERS�ARE�MORE�EXPLIC-
itly grounded in social justice and involve consciousness raising and 
PRAXIS�AS�A�COUNTERPOINT�TO�SPECIALIZED�AND�PRIVATIZED�KNOWLEDGE�
economies. Writing in an issue dedicated to “the pedagogical prac-
tices of social movements,” the editors of Interface Journal propose 
that the goal of such practices is “emancipatory pedagogy [to foster] 
processes of mass intellectuality and creativity which build from the 
EMBODIED�EXPERIENCES�OF�OPPRESSION�AND�ALIENATION�;x=��4HESE�ENA-
ble communities to re-author themselves through the power of the 
word which, as Freire argued, is the power to name and change the 
world. This politics embraces multiple forms of knowledge, includ-
ing the affective, embodied, oral, cognitive and cultural.”24

 21  Dave Beech, “Weberian Lessons: Art, Pedagogy and Manage-
rialism,” in Curating the Educational Turn, ed. Paul O’Neill and 
Mick Wilson (London and Amsterdam: Open Editions/de Appel, 
2010), 60.

 22 http://thepublicschool.org/courses.
� ��� �3TEPHEN�$��"ROOKlELD�AND�*OHN�$��(OLST��Radicalizing Learning: 

Adult Education for a Just World (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 
2011), 23.

 *  See http://d13.documenta.de/ and http://andandand.org/.
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Balloon Mapping the Calumet River in Chicago 
was a boat trip developed by three classes. As one of the 
INSTRUCTORS��,AURIE�0ALMER��EXPLAINED��h4HE�GENERALIZED�
project goal was to learn about and practice the DIY 
process of balloon mapping as a way to generate visual 
and sensory evidence about land use where available 
information from commercial and public sources was 
NOT�CONSIDERED�SUFlCIENT�OR�RELIABLE��4HE�SPECIlC�GOAL�
was to witness how land is being used on the banks 
OF�#HICAGO�S�#ALUMET�2IVER��A�mUID�INDUSTRIAL�CORRI-
dor passing through the South Side used for material 
production, storage, and transport connecting the Great 
,AKES�WITH�THE�'ULF�OF�-EXICO�AND�THE�3T��,AWRENCE�
3EAWAY��%VEN�MORE�SPECIlCALLY��TOXIC�PILES�OF�PETCOKE��
A�BYPRODUCT�OF�TARSANDS�OIL�RElNING��WERE�BEING�STORED�
along the Calumet’s banks and petcoke dust was blow-
ing into nearby low-income communities, primarily 
communities of color. A local activist group partnered 
with us on the boat trip, providing information and 
CONTEXT��4HE�3CHOOL�OF�THE�!RT�)NSTITUTE�OF�#HICAGO�PAID�
for the chartered boat, which was a great move on the 
administration’s part.” They unfurled.*
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While seeking dialogue with and inspiration from contem-
porary social movements, a number of artists concerned with 
education have focused attention on historical precedents of art 
and activist-initiated schooling as a framework for research and 
RECONSIDERATION��.IELS�.ORMAN�EXPLICITLY�DRAWS�ON�ANARCHIST�THEO-
RIES�OF�PEDAGOGY�FROM�THE�����S��SUCH�AS�THE�hEXPLODING�SCHOOL�v25 
and Jakob Jakobsen has dedicated several years of research and 
projects to the history of the Anti-University of London, founded 
IN�������AND�THE�.EW�%XPERIMENTAL�#OLLEGE��A�SELFORGANIZED�UNI-
versity in Denmark founded in 1962.26 Drawing lessons from these 
histories, Jakobsen has put forth the analysis that due to the ethics 
of the project, the Anti-University gradually dissolved because of 
its commitment to the decentralization of power, a stance that led 
to its own erasure.27

And yet some efforts resist the forces pushing toward such 
DISSOLUTION�AND�BECOME�MORE�lRM��!S�!��!��"RONSON�WRITES�OF�
the contradictions that emerged after the formation of artist-run 
centers across Canada in the 1970s: “Suddenly we had a sense of 
seeing ourselves as beings seeing each other,” an art scene grad-
UALLY�TURNED�INTO�A�NETWORK��AND�lNALLY�hSOON�THERE�WERE�LITTLE�
ARTISTS��BUREAUCRACIES�HAVING�EXHIBITIONS�AND�PROMOTIONS�AND�
educational programmes and video workshops and concert series 
and anything else you might care to think of in this parody of that 
museum world we all supposedly were trying to escape.”28 After a 
recent lecture by Jakobsen about the Anti-University, an audience 
MEMBER�POSED�A�QUESTION�FOR�THE�PRESENT�THAT�REmECTS�THE�DESIRE�TO�
escape such contradictions: “Institutions that we put faith in are 
NO�LONGER�SERVING�US��AND�WE�HAVE�TO�lND�SOME�WAY�TO�EITHER�CREATE�
a new institution or reform the institutions that we work within.”29

 24  Sara C. Motta and Ana Margarida Esteves, “Reinventing 
Emancipation in the 21st Century,” editorial introduction to special 
issue “The Pedagogical Practices of Social Movements,” Interface 6, 
no. 1 (May 2014): 1–24, http://www.interfacejournal.net/.

 25  http://www.dismalgarden.com/pedagogy.
 26  http://antihistory.org/.
 27  Jakob Jakobsen, “The Pedagogy of Negating the Institution,” Mute, 

November 14, 2013, http://www.metamute.org/editorial/articles/
pedagogy-negating-institution.

 28  A. A. Bronson, “The Humiliation of the Bureaucrat: Artist-
Run Centres as Museums by Artists,” in Museums by Artists, 
ed. A. A. Bronson and Peggy Gale (Toronto: Art Metropole, 
1983), 29–37, reprinted at http://goodreads.timothycomeau.com/ 
aabronson/. Bronson is describing the development in Canada of 
!..0!#��THE�!SSOCIATION�OF�.ATIONAL�.ON0ROlT�!RTISTS�#ENTRES�

 29  “Workshop on Workshops—Jakob Jakobsen,” lecture, Fondazione 
Antonio Ratti, Como, Italy, November 20, 2015, https://vimeo.
com/153134749. Audience comments begin at 1:15:23.

 *  Laurie Palmer, interview with the author, August 31, 2016.
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We gathered. A dark gallery space opens 
through a small passage into a well-lit media center and 
EXHIBITION�SPACE��2OWS�OF�FOLDING�RED�CHAIRS�PROVIDE�A�
NARROW�AISLE�AND�WE�lLE�IN��4HERE�ARE�SEATS�AT�THE�EDGE�
of the “stage,” if the front of the room can be called 
as such. The presenter discussed her new book, where 
she “repudiates” the many misrepresentations and 
misunderstandings of the city of Venice. That the event 
was taking place across the street from the University 
of Pennsylvania was not a coincidence. The storefront 
venue, Slought, rents their space from the university 
and hosts many events one would not be surprised 
TO�lND�TAKING�PLACE�IN�A�CLASSROOM�ON�CAMPUS��4HE�
speaker’s interlocutors were university faculty, as was 
three-quarters of the audience. And yet, the event 
WAS�NOT�ON�CAMPUS��5NAFlLIATED�WITH�THE�SCHOOL��WE�
were there, as were a handful of other audience mem-
bers. As the author read from “Killing the Moonlight: 
Modernism in Venice,” it was notably a conversation 
FROM�THE�INSIDE��EXPORTED�TO�THE�OUTSIDE�TO�EXPLORE�THE�
potential for public-facing intellectual life to subvert 
the Ivory Tower.*
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BACK TO SCHOOL

From the Production of Space to Comprehensive Education

It was a showdown in the school hallway. Neon 
lights overhead with small-person lockers at our side 
AND�TILED�mOORS�UNDERFOOT��/VER�A�DECADE�AGO��)�WAS�
witness to a heated argument between a unionized 
public-school teacher and a charter-school teacher 
on the southwest side of Chicago at an annual event 
known as “Teachers for Social Justice Curriculum 
Fair.” The public-school teacher insisted that the 
PRIMARY�lGHT�WAS�AROUND�THE�POLITICAL�ECONOMY�OF�
SCHOOLS��SCHOOL�CLOSURES��LAYOFFS��BUDGETS	��CONTRAST-
ING�WITH�THE�CHARTERSCHOOL�TEACHER�S�BELIEF�THAT�THE�
SYSTEM�WAS�SO�DEEPLY�mAWED�THAT�THE�BEST�SOLUTION�
FOR�CHILDREN�S�EDUCATION�WAS�TO�CREATE�SOCIALJUS-
tice-themed schools where students in small classes 
received focused attention on topics that would coun-
ter the dominant narratives taught in overcrowded 
and assessment-driven conventional school settings.

“The university is not an inert thing,” artist and scholar Trevor 
Paglen writes. “It doesn’t ‘happen’ until students arrive to attend 
classes, professors lock themselves away to do research, adminis-
trative staff pays the bills and registers the students, state legislators 
appropriate money for campus operations, and maintenance crews 
keep the institution’s physical infrastructure from falling apart. The 
university, then, cannot be separated from the people who go about 
‘producing’ the institution day after day.” Drawing from the social 
science disciplines of sociology and geography that investigate both 
how space is produced by people through their everyday uses and 
the constraints that are put in place through that “production of 
SPACE�v�0AGLEN�MAKES�USE�OF�THIS�CONCEPT�BY�CONTINUING�TO�EXPLAIN�
that “the university also sculpts human activity: the university’s 
physical and bureaucratic structure creates conditions under which 
students attend lectures, read books, write papers, participate in 
discussions, and get grades. Human activity produces the university, 
but human activities are, in turn, shaped by the university. In these 
feedback loops, we see production of space at work.”30

While the well-documented failures and limitations of higher 
EDUCATION�ARE�UNNECESSARY�TO�THOROUGHLY�EXPLAIN�IN�THIS�CONTEXT��THEY�
include (though are not limited to)�DEBTlNANCED�AND�EVERINCREASING�
TUITION�TO�PAY�FOR�EXPANDED�ADMINISTRATION�AND�FACILITIES��BUDGET�CUTS�

� ��� �4REVOR�0AGLEN��h%XPERIMENTAL�'EOGRAPHY��&ROM�#ULTURAL�0RODUCTION�
to the Production of Space,” in #RITICAL�,ANDSCAPES��!RT��3PACE��
Politics, ed. Emily Eliza Scott and Kirsten J. Swenson (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2015), 36–37.

 *  https://slought.org/resources/venice_by_electric_moonlight.
 **  Sarah Lewison, interview with the author, September 5, 2016.
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They unfurled. “I once offered a class at San 
Francisco State University through the art department 
that focused on art and ecology in an urban environ-
ment—that meant thinking through several scales, from 
the Bay Area bioregion to the life on the street in the 
Tenderloin. We had a dedicated class meeting space at 
THE�,UGGAGE�3TORE�!NNEX�ON�%LLIS�3TREET��MADE�POSSI-
ble through the generosity of Laurie Lazar and Darryl 
Smith (Luggage Store Gallery)��4HE�!NNEX�OPENED�
onto a gated alley that Luggage Store used for outdoor 
performances. Our class met each Friday for 6 hours. 
We spent mornings discussing the readings, which 
ranged from Beuys to contemporary considerations of 
urban environment. We read Paul Shepard’s dusty but 
kind of thrilling introduction to Human Ecology (Man 
in the Landscape)��-OST�AFTERNOONS�WE�TOOK�A�lELD�TRIP��
Nearby, we visited the Coalition on Homelessness and 
A�PRESCHOOL�ACROSS�THE�STREET��TRIPPING�FARTHER�AlELD�
we visited Bonnie Sherk with her high schoolers, SF’s 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Temescal 
!MITY�7ORKS��4HE�EXTREME�DISPARITIES�BETWEEN�THE�
densely populated Tenderloin, where one student wit-
NESSED�A�SHOOTING�ON�OUR�lRST�DAY�OF�CLASS��AND�THE�SITES�
we traveled to presented our key dialectic to wrangle 
with. Collectively, we constructed a narrative that 
reimagined the Tenderloin as a place of tenderness and 
commingled, contradictory stewardship.

“One student, Marco Crescenti, created a model 
and dubbed it ‘The Tenderloin National Forest,’ a name 
that has stayed with this space, ten years later. We rec-
ognized at the time that any narrative would span 
a much longer temporality than our class, both before 
and after. Darryl Smith had already planted two trees 
into the pavement of the alley and we took what felt like 
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THE�NEXT�LOGICAL�STEP�BY�GETTING�THE�&IRE�$EPARTMENT�S�
PERMISSION�TO�lLL�THE�STREET�WITH�DIRT��!ND�SO�WE�DID��
We put up a sign and planted seeds and discarded plants 
from the nurseries. And potatoes. Neighbors began to 
come to pick herbs. Our vision was only one partial 
embodiment of this place Marco gave a name to, a 
place that like any other being continues to grow and 
change, interact with others, move in and out of prop-
erty relations. While I can’t respond to the language of 
assessment, I like to imagine that the young people who 
participated in this class learned something about the 
dynamics of life-as-city-as-capitalism-as-ecological time.

“I have not gotten to teach such a class since 
THEN��BUT�)�NOW�TEACH�IN�A�UNIVERSITY�WHERE�THE�SPECIlCI-
TIES�OF�PLACE�lGURE�STRONGLY��WE�ARE�SITUATED�IN�A�FOREST��
far from any major city, and also at several signifying 
borders; north and south; subsistence histories and 
capitalist ones, glacial till plain and limestone ridges. 
Currently I teach a graduate class called ‘Storytelling in 
the Anthropocene.’ It’s posted under Communication 
but students have enrolled from Geography and 
Sociology as well. The course is grounded in the prem-
ise that most stories in the news, the movies, on TV, 
in games, etc., are invisibly infused with what is made 
possible by oil and its kin. Another way to say it is that 
we have always been conditioned by narratives that 
promote certain ideas about what our world consists 
of, such as the inevitability of progress and a bifurcated 
nature/culture, with the ‘nature’ part located some-
where ‘out there.’”—Sarah Lewison**
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We gathered. It was an international gathering 
premised around “Collective Pedagogy and Spatial 
Politics.” I can get down with a theme like that. 
Transductores brought together organizers who facili-
tated learning communities focused on urban issues as 
their art and curatorial practice. One group had taught 
outdoor seminars on the anarchist history of Barcelona; 
a group from Argentina had led tours along the La 
Plata River to study and document its changing ecol-
ogy; another group had worked with teenagers to make 
television spots about how garbage works in New York 
City.* I was there to present about a publication I had 
started, which either turned into a learning community 
or started as a learning community and turned into 
a publication. Hard to say. That project, AREA (Art/
Research/Education/Activism), had once convened 
all the groups in Chicago doing some form of informal 
adult education: a leftist reading group, a gallery that 
hosted skill-shares, a group of university professors 
teaching courses outside the walls of their elite institu-
tion to adults who lived in neighboring communities, 
a network of writing groups that met at neighborhood 
libraries. These kinds of gatherings happened all 
the time with AREA.

“On a Sunday morning in early spring we gath-
ERED�IN�THE�lRST�mOOR�OF�THE�HOME�OF�LOCAL�ARTIST�#LAIRE�
Pentecost, unfolded chairs, put them into chaotic rows 
and stood around the coffee pot waiting for the show to 
begin. We were not setting up a house church. We were 
setting up for a seminar entitled Chicago as Neoliberal 
Policy Laboratory that would include presentations 
by Mackel Garrison about public transportation, 
Pauline Lipman on public schools and public housing, 
Nik Theodore on his research about how municipal 
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governments borrow policy models from one another 
and Brian Holmes on the University of Chicago School 
of Urban Sociology that has rendered Chicago one 
of the most researched urban areas in the academic 
universe. But just as the setting was not a house church, 
the gathering was also not an academic panel—it was a 
training for contributors to AREA Chicago #6: City as 
Lab. The activists, artists, journalists and teachers gath-
ered in the room were not getting paid to be there, they 
WERE�NOT�BEElNG�UP�THEIR�RESUMES��NOR�WERE�THEY�ENGAG-
ing in a conceptual school-as-art project so fashionable 
in the contemporary art world today. This seminar was 
intended to provide a common ground for people writ-
ing articles for the upcoming AREA issue reader to dis-
cuss the broader conceptual themes related to the issue. 
The intended goal was to give back to authors who 
voluntarily contribute their time and energy to AREA 
through offering a co-learning educational space. 
Editorially, the objective was to see if by giving con-
tributors some time and space to discuss ideas before 
they started writing, if the contents of the publication 
might be more coherent than typically allowed for in 
the AREA editorial process, where authors communi-
cate only with editors and not each other and have their 
ideas curated together behind the scenes.”**

It was all about collective pedagogy and spatial 
politics.
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They unfurled. “Begin where you are, here on 
the Pitzer Campus, right under your feet, with these 
sidewalks, gardens, buildings, and grassy mounds. But 
don’t imagine that this just requires that you ‘look’ or 
pay attention in a more ‘ecological’ manner—the world 
around us is not there simply to be observed. We are 
always in the middle of things; participation is our only 
option. The Pitzer Multi-Species Commons project is 
an attempt to foster this participation in the most direct 
and immediate manner possible via foraging. What 
does this mean? Start feeling and connecting to your 
local ecology by emulating other animals: join with our 
fellow species and bend down to eat what is underfoot. 
When we eat what is growing on the Pitzer Campus 
what has happened to it now happens to us. Our health 
and its health are linked. Its concerns and ours meet. 
We can no longer separate our fates—we have become 
intra-dependent. As you pick this plant, you are not 
alone—you have to work across species. This means 
forming a multi-species community based on shared 
pleasures, curiosities, and concerns. This is the begin-
ning of something new that is both urgent and joyous. 
Share with others what you forage and celebrate the 
bounty all around us.” The space, “made from rammed 
earth, upcycled building materials, local logs and rocks, 
this hub contains a gathering area designed to encour-
age usage by multiple species. The hub includes a 
LARGE�MAP��CHALKBOARD��AND�AN�EXPERIMENTAL�IRRIGATION�
planting area designed to help propagate spontaneous 
migrant plant growth.”***
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for educational support, long histories of social engineering based on 
BOTH�EXPLICIT�DISCRIMINATION�AND�MORE�SUBTLE�FORMS�OF�EXCLUSION��PRE-
carious working conditions for all non-management campus service/
MAINTENANCE�SUPPORT�TEACHING�EMPLOYEES��AND�CONmICTS�OVER�THE�
management of curricular assessment and academic freedom. While 
a provocative article title such as “Alternative Art Schools: A Threat 
to Universities?” may occasionally appear in the media, it is surpris-
ing that formal schools have persisted so hardily despite the growth 
OF�SUCH�INDEPENDENT�EXPERIMENTS�31 Layered onto and alongside such 
A�FRAUGHT�CONTEXT��ARTISTS�HAVE�BEEN�INITIATING�THEIR�OWN�SCHOOLS�AT�
such a fast clip that you’d think there would be nobody left studying 
art in conventional educational settings—but, in fact, enrollment in 
art degree programs continues to rise.32

Given the concerns mentioned above, the advantages of 
ALTERNATIVE�INITIATIVES�SEEM�OBVIOUS�CHEAP�FREE�VERSUS�EXPENSIVE��
to name only one of many. And yet the tensions that independent art 
SCHOOL�PROJECTS�FACE�IN�THE�LARGER�POLITICALECONOMIC�CONTEXT��WHICH�
prevent them from keeping people from actually entering the acad-
emy, are also numerous.

I will name a few of these tensions. Consider the motivations 
students may have with regard to the access to resources and facil-
ities a formal educational institution can plentifully provide—such 
capital investments are often beyond the means of independent art 
schools. Related is the role that a combination of assessment, feed-
back, critique, and direction provides in a formal education that 
seems largely absent in more horizontal structures. There is also the 
concrete “increased earning potential” that so many colleges and 
universities profess, based on data provided by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics combined with the credentialing system that appears, 
at least anecdotally, to provide access and mobility in a discipli-
nary society that seems to persist despite widespread support for 
INTERDISCIPLINARY�EXPERIMENTS�33�!ND�lNALLY��THERE�IS�THE�NEBULOUS�
factor of social acceptability/integration, which schools somehow 

 31  Dave Batty, “Alternative Art Schools: A Threat to Universities?,” 
Guardian, October 21, 2013, https://www.theguardian.com/
education/2013/oct/21/alternative-art-schools-threaten-universities.

 32  See statistics about visual and performing arts in the Digest of 
Education Statistics of the National Center for Education Statistics 
(NCES)��HTTPS���NCES�ED�GOV�PROGRAMS�DIGEST�D���lGURES�lG?���
ASP�REFERRER�lGURES�

 *  http://transductores.net/.
 **  Daniel Tucker, “Inhabiting and Learning Together: Tracing the First 

Five Years of AREA Chicago,” in Construir el lloc: Quadern pedagògic 
(Barcelona: Sitesize, 2011), 43–54, http://www.sitesize.net/webs/ 
documents/Construirelllocquadern.pdf.

 ***  Matthew Friday of the group Spurse, interview with the author, 
April 15, 2015, including quotations from the project’s press release 
and website http://pitweb.pitzer.edu/forage/.
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The email invitation was kind, and open. 
“Daniel, We were working though/debating questions 
regarding the social roles of an artist, the ethics of 
those roles, and the artist as a ‘magical creature’ who 
EXISTS�OUTSIDE�OF�MAINSTREAM�WAYS�OF�THINKING�DURING�
our last conversation at New Boone. I think it would 
be so useful to continue the discussion through the 
lens of the artist’s role in social practice and ethics 
surrounding that, but this time with more intention.” 
Could I come speak for free at a storefront gallery run 
by recent art graduates who wanted to increase criti-
CAL�DIALOGUE�IN�THEIR�COMMUNITY��3URE��4HE�NEXT�EMAIL�
continued: “It was nice to talk to you over the phone 
today. Although, I do have to apologize for not giving 
you much information about us, New Boone, or the 
project we are organizing! Sorry about that. Anyway, 
some background info on us: Leah and I both are artists 
WHO�HAVE�GRADUATED�STUDYING�lNE�ART�FROM�DIFFERENT�
Philadelphia schools, Leah went to Moore & I was at 
Tyler. That’s actually how we know Jonathan Wallace 
��0HILIP�'LAHN�THROUGH�OUR�UNDERGRAD�EXPERIENCE��
We are also both members of New Boone, an artist 
run collective, studio, and gallery located in Old City. 
Normally, New Boone functions as an art studio and 
PUTS�ON�GALLERY�EXHIBITIONS�THROUGHOUT�THE�YEAR��MOSTLY�
on First Fridays. We’ve been doing side projects & 
events such as movie nights & critiques—but this is 
THE�lRST�TIME�WE�VE�STARTED�#ONVERSATIONS�!T�"OONE��
a series of lectures and conversations in critical dis-
course. We greatly appreciate you giving us the time 
and effort to speak at our conversation series & are 
SUPER�EXCITED�ABOUT�HOW�EVERYTHING�WILL�TURN�OUTåv* 
We gathered.
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have offered up to young people as platforms for changing and 
transforming one’s life direction. It is notable that the coherence 
of communities of artists and activists tends to be punctuated and 
punctured by instances of young people moving away or refocusing 
their energies by going “back to school.”

Such dynamics are rarely addressed in the “marathon  lecture 
events, participatory workshops or alternative art schools” or 
“education-themed art events,” as Dean Kenning has termed the 
INDEPENDENT�ART�SCHOOLS�REFERENCED�IN�THE�FACING�TEXT�AND�THE�SECTION�
ABOVE��(E�EXPLAINS�THAT�hALTERNATIVE�ART�EDUCATIONAL�MODELS�RISK�
EXACERBATING�EXCLUSIONv�UNDER�THE�BANNER�OF�HORIZONTALITY�WITHOUT�
really taking up the politics of education which are in many regards 
operating in a politically engineered crisis.34 That many such gath-
erings happen inside a gallery or museum frames them as a kind of 
performance or image of education, yet this falls short of addressing 
what Kristina Lee Podesva has described as “the politics behind the 
shrinking of free social space in the world today.” She continues: 
h"Y�WAY�OF�EXAMPLE��A�GALLERY�EXPRESSES�A�MICROTOPIAN�ETHOS�WHEN�
an artist repurposes it as a site of refuge from the real world (even 
though he or she attempts to recreate social interactions there typi-
CALLY�ASSOCIATED�WITH�EXISTING�PLACES�SUCH�AS�THE�PUB�OR�COMMUNITY�
centre). In this way, this work does not encourage us to strive for 
a larger utopian goal—such as securing permanent and free commu-
nal space—but rather to sit back and enjoy, in whatever way we can, 
the here and now offered by the artist courtesy of the gallery.”35

In a scathing critique published in Variant magazine, John 
Beagles writes that for recent publications and events of this kind, 
“the focus was less on responding to economic and policy assaults 
and more on trying to identify the possibilities and potentialities 
of developing radically new forms of and locations for art educa-
TION�v�(E�WRITES��h4ACKLING�EXCLUSION�AND�TRANSFORMING�THE�CULTURE�
OF�ART�SCHOOLS�ARE�TWO�INEXTRICABLE�SIDES�OF�THE�SAME�COIN�v�AND�
concludes by diverging from the topic of art education to assert 
that “the severity of the present situation and the starkness of the 
choices  facing us, means that the imperative to assert the absolute 
core  values of comprehensive education (free, universal access for 
all and a commitment to a thoroughly diverse body of students) 
is, now more than ever, unquestionable.”36�4HAT�-ARXIST�AUTHORS�
frequently conclude their essays about such tensions by subsum-
ING�EXPERIMENTS�WITH�SUBJECT�MATTER�AND�SUBJECTIVITIES�TO�CALLS�

 33  http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_chart_001.htm.
� ��� �$EAN�+ENNING��h2EFUSING�#ONFORMITY�AND�%XCLUSION�IN�!RT�

Education,” Mute, March 22, 2012, http://www.metamute.org/
EDITORIAL�ARTICLES�REFUSINGCONFORMITYANDEXCLUSIONARTEDUCATION�

 35  Podesva, “A Pedagogical Turn.”
� 
� �!LEXANDER�-ANSOUR�AND�,EAH�+OONTZ��EMAIL�CORRESPONDENCE�WITH�

the author, May 19, 2016 and June 1, 2016.
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They unfurled. “Most of the projects I assign 
IN�MY�CLASSES�ARE�BASED�ON�EXPERIENTIAL�RESEARCH�OF�A�
SPECIlC�PLACE��$EPENDING�ON�THE�CLASS�AND�THE�LOCA-
TION�THIS�RECENTLY�HAS�RANGED�FROM�PARTICULARLY�DElNED�
TERRITORIES��I�E���A�LINE�OF�SPACE�THAT�IS�lVE�FEET�WIDE�AND�
one mile long) to a whole city as a starting point. This 
RESEARCH�IS�NOT�ALWAYS�EXPLICITLY�TERMED�ECOLOGICAL��BUT�
the methodology employed ends up being what I would 
call ecological: sending students to investigate the inter-
connected systems that form the reality of a place. Each 
project always begins with a series of prompts and activ-
ities constructed to change one perspective, to notice 
what has been unobserved, collect information about 
and impressions of the people, issues, geography and 
stories that make a place. Once the students get ‘into’ 
A�PLACE�THE�DISCUSSION�OF�SPECIlC�ECOLOGIES�BECOMES�
a part of the process and the student-initiated projects 
that this research generates respond to the particular 
aspect of these systems (i.e., recent projects include 
URBAN�mORAL�lELD�GUIDES��@GUERILLA��TREE�PLANTING��BIRD�
habitat development, and ‘nature tour’ routes developed 
USING�EXISTING�CITY�INFRASTRUCTURE	�

“Ethics are a constant topic through every 
stage of research and project development. This starts 
with a discussion of bias in observation and contin-
UES�THROUGHOUT�THE�PROCESS�TO�REmECTION�ON�OUTCOMES��
3TUDENTS�OFTEN�MOVE�QUICKLY�FROM�EXCITEMENT�ABOUT�
THE�IDENTIlCATION�OF�AN�ISSUE�THAT�THEY�WANT�TO�WORK�
ON�TO�A�SENSE�OF�FRUSTRATION�WITH�THE�COMPLEXITY�OF�THE�
topic that they chose. These moments of frustration 
ARE�KEY�TO�DEVELOPING�STRATEGIES�FOR�KEEPING�COMPLEX�
ISSUES�COMPLEX��WHILE�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�DEVELOPING�A�
plan of action. My focus is on the development of skills 
AND�METHODS�THAT�CAN�BE�APPLIED�IN�MULTIPLE�CONTEXTS��
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rather than in-depth study on history, theory, and 
LARGER�CONTEXT��4HIS�EMPHASIS�ON�BUILDING�CONNECTIONS�
BETWEEN�THE�STUDENT��A�SPECIlC�PLACE��AND�LOCAL�ISSUES�
is good for building their own capacity for this work 
AND�WE�TOUCH�ON�THE�LARGER�CONTEXTS�FOR�THESE�ISSUES�BUT�
often, due to time constraints, aren’t able to delve into 
THEM��!N�EXAMPLE�OF�THIS�MIGHT�BE�A�PROJECT�THAT�DEALS�
with the systems of river sediments and mid-river plant 
LIFE��WHICH�DEVELOPS�IDEAS�ABOUT�THE�SPECIlC�ISLANDS�IN�
A�SECTION�OF�THE�RIVER�BUT�WE�WERE�NOT�ABLE�TO�EXTEND�
the investigation into sections of the river upstream or 
downstream, let alone the watershed or larger water 
politics.”—Brett Hunter*
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h4HE�DISCUSSION�FORUM�TAKES�THE�FORM�OF�A�lVE
day meeting in New York facilitating debates on the 
current situation of art’s role in the public sphere by 
GENERATING�AN�EXCHANGE�OF�DIFFERENT�ARTISTIC�PRACTICES�AND�
approaches. The aim is to create a dialogue between 
ARTISTS�WORKING�IN�DIFFERENT�CONTEXTS�WITH�RELATED�ISSUES�
and to link the similar concerns, challenges and situa-
TIONS�WE�ARE�FACED�WITH��4HE�PROGRAMME�FOR�THE�lVEDAY�
meeting is planned as a series of discussions addressing 
questions regarding notions of public space, relevant 
artistic responses to current conditions and the role 
of art organisations. A small number of speakers have 
been invited to give presentations on relevant topics, 
which will function as inspiration for further debate.”** 
We gathered. The venue, a storefront in Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn. There were lofts where people lived in the 
back and a studio adjacent to a public space. They did 
co-working on weekdays to supplement the rent of the 
Change You Want to See Gallery.***
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advocating widespread redistributive reforms or revolutions is not 
a surprise or even disagreeable. It mirrors the tension between the 
charter-school teacher and the union-member teacher introduced 
above, and the contradictions involved in deciding what I and many 
others should do everyday when we wake up and go to work inside 
a school, or when we toil away nights and weekends on emancipa-
tory education on the outside.

CONCLUSION

Toward a Communiversity

The contradictions illustrated by the above sections swirl around 
the tensions of making the art education that is happening inside 
the academy relevant to the world outside, as well as those affecting 
independent practices on the outside, which, despite their low-cost 
or no-cost affordability and intended relevance to social life, seem 
unable to fundamentally address the persistent forces that drive 
PEOPLE�INTO�MAINSTREAM�SCHOOLING�IN�THE�lRST�PLACE��0ERHAPS�IT�IS�
lofty to imagine that either the alternative or the institutional could 
or should be permanent places to inhabit, despite the sometimes 
moralistic weight put on occupying an inside or outside of a system. 
Perhaps we should instead consider what quality of dialectical rela-
tionship the outside should have with the inside, and vice versa.

&ROM�EXPERIMENTS�IN�INDEPENDENT�SCHOOLS�TO�PUBLICLY�ENGAGED�
scholarship and art education, there are calls from many directions 
TO�MAKE�SCHOOL�MORE�RELEVANT�TO�SOCIAL�LIFE��!S�THE�EXAMPLES�OF�
ecological art education illustrate, such practices are alive and well. 
!S�)�LOOK�FOR�INSPIRATION�IN�EXAMPLES�THAT�MODEL�THE�INTEGRATION�
of art education with the social world, I think about models that 
bring together contradictions and tensions—both unfurling from 
the inside and gathering on the outside, either to make demands 
of the culture and policies taking place inside or to disregard them 
on principle. This could be seen as a “Communiversity,” premised 
on the concepts of connective aesthetics, production of space, and 
third places. Building on the social-justice histories found in both 
art and the social sciences, such a practice posits a way of working 
inside and outside traditional educational spaces, directing attention 
to the role society plays in constructing and remaking institutions 
AND�THE�INmUENCE�OF�INSTITUTIONS�ON�COMMUNITYORIENTED�SPACES�

 36  John Beagles, “In a Class All of Their Own: The Incomprehensive-
ness of Art Education,” Variant 39/40 (Winter 2010): 31–35,  
�WWW��VARIANT�ORG�UK���?��TEXTS�COMP��?���HTML�

 *  Brett Hunter, interview with the author, September 7, 2016.
 **  http://publik.dk/public_address/.
 ***  http://notanalternative.org/.
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A printmaking student’s ecological commit-
MENTS�DIDN�T�ALLOW�HIM�TO�lLL�HIS�STENCILS�WITH�TOXIC�
spray paint, so he developed a new technique for his 
class that presses mud through the stencil instead. The 
ADDED�BENElT�WAS�THAT�THE�MUD�WAS�BIODEGRADABLE�AND�
it was therefore legal to apply it in public: no concern 
ABOUT�ARREST��4HE�INSTRUCTOR�EXPLAINS�THAT�AFTER�THE�
class he enthusiastically tried to support the student 
TO�EXPAND�THIS�TECHNIQUE�TO�WORK�WITH�ACTIVIST�GROUPS��
They unfurled the stencils and unloaded the buckets of 
DIRT�AND�WATER�MIXED�TO�THE�EXACT�CONSISTENCY�NEEDED�SO�
that it would dry but still spread. “We had legal support 
in case we were arrested— which we weren’t. And my 
collaboration with him was outside of the university and 
outside of a class, but it raised some interesting ques-
tions for me to consider. It also reasserted my belief 
that the work— the stencils in campaigns —was best 
suited outside of academia and a university setting. But 
does that suggest the conservative nature of institutions 
and the type of material that one feels comfortable 
teaching in institutions? And is it honest to the project, 
since the origins of mud stencils was completely tied to 
the university and the class that I taught, where a fresh-
MAN�STUDENT�lRST�CAME�UP�WITH�THE�CONCEPT�v*
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4O�REVIEW�SEVERAL�CONCEPTS�INTRODUCED�BRIEmY�IN�THE�SECTIONS�
above, connective aesthetics, as described by Suzi Gablick, repre-
sents an art practice that is “more socially responsive. It is not activ-
ism in the sense of the old paradigm, but an empathic means of see-
ing through another’s eyes, of stretching our boundaries beyond the 
ego-self to create a wider view of the world. The relational self knows 
that it is embedded in larger systems and tends toward integration. 
The independent self is invested in self-assertion. Both are necessary. 
What I am suggesting is not to abandon one in favor of the other but 
TO�lND�A�GREATER�BALANCE�BETWEEN�THE�TWO�v37 Gablick’s concept has 
THE�POTENTIAL�TO�MERGE�A�PRElGURATIVE�UNITY�BETWEEN�MEANS�AND�ENDS�

The concept of “third places” developed by sociologist Ray 
Oldenberg builds on the most basic of observations about social 
life. As he has been articulating for nearly three decades: “Most 
needed are those ‘third places’ which lend a public balance to the 
increased privatization of home life. Third places are nothing more 
than informal public gathering places.” He continues: “‘Third 
places’ also suggest the stability of the tripod in contrast to the 
 relative instability of the bipod. Life without community has pro-
duced, for many, a lifestyle consisting mainly of a home-to-work-
and-back-again shuttle.”38 While these observations have provided 
the theo retical underpinnings for some horrendous New Urbanist 
DESIGN�AND�ARTISTASCREATIVEPLACEMAKER�4ROJAN�HORSES�FOR�GENTRIl-
cation schemes, his fundamental insight is deeply important.

Finally, the concept of the “production of space” was devel-
oped by French social scientist Henri Lefebvre as an attempt to 
grapple with the fact that space could no longer be treated as simply 
the stage for human activity but was something far more com-
PREHENSIVE�THAT�UNDERPINS�ALL�ASPECTS�OF�SOCIETY��!S�HE�EXPLAINED��
h3OCIAL�RELATIONS�;x=�HAVE�NO�REAL�EXISTENCE�SAVE�IN�AND�THROUGH�
space.”39 This insistence on understanding both production and 
space through a social lens helps us consider the relationship 
between how and where knowledge is produced, as outlined by 
the quotation by Paglen cited above.

With these three concepts in mind—Connective Aesthetics, 
Third Places, and the Production of Space—I want to highlight a few 
EXAMPLES�AT�THESE�INTERSECTIONS�IN�ORDER�TO�DEMONSTRATE�WHAT�MIGHT�
serve as Communiversity practices adequate to the present moment:

 37  Gablick, “Connective Aesthetics,” 6.
 38  Ray Oldenburg, “Our Vanishing ‘Third Places,’” Planning 

Commissioners Journal 25 (Winter 1996–97): 6–10, http://plannersweb.
com/wp-content/uploads/1997/01/184.pdf.

 39  Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-
Smith (/XFORD��"LACKWELL������), 404. Originally published as 
,A��PRODUCTION�DE�)�ESPACE (Paris: Editions Anthropos, 1974).

 *  Nicolas Lampert, interview with the author, December 12, 2014.
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We gathered. It was the closing event for Mess 
(ALL��A�SELFDESCRIBED�hEXPERIMENTAL�CULTURAL�CENTERv�
on the far North Side of Chicago.* Having attended 
the opening celebration a decade before, I knew I had 
to attend. Approaching the space was intensely emo-
tional, full of the impressions of the many lives one 
encounters and lives over such a period, both inside and 
outside of this small storefront. There I had attended 
lectures by my favorite artists, who became friends, 
hosted publication releases, organized project launches, 
and participated in study groups. The announcement 
proclaimed, “This Friday will be the last event at 
Mess Hall. Founded in 2003, Mess Hall has surfed 
on generosity for ten years, creating a particular kind 
OF�FREEDOM��A�QUASILIBERATED�ZONE�OF�EXPERIMENTATION�
where art, politics & playfulness come together & fall 
apart.”** The week before the closing, announced from 
AN�EMAIL�REGARDING�THE�lNAL�MONTHS�OF�THE�SPACE�S�ACTIV-
ity, a self-organized symposium entitled “First Drafts 
for an Uncertain Future that May Kick Ass if We Work 
Together” took place. The invitation suggested that 
“All participants are invited to bring diagrams of their 
dreams for free cultural spaces and the freaky commu-
nities that might inhabit them.”*** And over the course 
OF�THE�EVENT��ABOUT�lFTEEN�PEOPLE�DRAFTED�AND�ILLUSTRATED�
AND�LISTED�IDEAS�FOR�WHAT�MIGHT�COME�NEXT��4HE�SPIRIT�
of the event was perfectly appropriate to the space, and 
there was no easy way to end such a messy endeavor as 
Mess Hall. And yet it felt like a loop: the same conver-
sations that started there ten years before were taking 
place during its demise.
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1. In Providence, Rhode Island, there is a unique school that issues 
low-cost degrees to adults who attend weekly meetings where 
they direct their own curriculum. College Unbound is focused on 
a transformative learning model that is “individualized, inter-
est-based, project-driven, workplace-enhanced, cohort-supported, 
mEXIBLE��SUPPORTIVE��AND�AFFORDABLE�v�3TUDENTS�INCLUDE�THOSE�WHO�
are currently incarcerated, non-traditional learners, and others 
who for a variety of reasons need self-directed options.40

2. The Prison + Neighborhood Arts Project takes professors 
and sends them to a prison in rural Illinois to teach semes-
ter-long weekly courses in the arts and humanities, where 
they ask, “What can we learn from each other?” The artwork 
AND�WRITING�MADE�IN�THIS�CONTEXT�IS�THEN�CIRCULATED�BACK�INTO�
the neighborhoods that the incarcerated men came from.41

3. Every year a group of university scholars, students, administra-
tors, and community partners gather for the Imagining America 
conference, designed to promote publicly engaged scholarship 
and university-community partnerships and collaboration. The 
gathering is unlike any other conference space in its genuine and 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY�COMMITMENT�TO�lGURING�OUT�THE�ELUSIVE�QUES-
tion of how universities can be better neighbors and citizens.42

4. On-campus public cultural centers such as the University 
of Pennsylvania’s Kelly Writers House or the University of 
Illinois at Chicago’s Jane Addams Hull-House Museum offer 
free events that serve as points of entry between these schools 
and their communities. Unsurprisingly, they have kitchens 
AND�ARE�SHAPED�LIKE�HOUSES��DESPITE�BEING�RETROlTTED�FOR�
classes and meeting spaces to varying degrees. In the tradi-
tion of third places, these buildings open a space for unpro-
grammed encounter while adding public access to lectures 
and community relevance to campus resources.43

5. While there are many distinct activist and scholarly practices 
that have begun to take on the political economy of higher edu-
cation in general, the work of BFAMFAPHD has instigated a 
new approach to institutional critique that equally invests in art, 
research, and curriculum guides for use in a wide variety of con-
TEXTS�TO�DISCUSS�THE�ECONOMY�OF�ART�EDUCATION�SPECIlCALLY��4HEIR�
hybrid approach has sought to engage directly in the spaces and 

 40  http://www.collegeunbound.org/.
 41  http://p-nap.org/.
 42  http://imaginingamerica.org/.
 43  http://www.writing.upenn.edu/wh/ and http://www.hullhouse-

museum.org/.
 *  http://temporaryservices.org/served/mess-hall/.
 **  http://chicago.indymedia.org/node/17527.
 ***  http://phantomgallery.blogspot.com/2013/01/messhall-mess-hall-

CLOSINGlNALMONTHS�HTML�
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CULTURES�OF�ACADEMIA�AND�THE�ART�GALLERY��ALONG�WITH�EXTRAINSTI-
TUTIONAL�CONTEXTS�SUCH�AS�COMMUNITY�CENTERS�AND�PROTESTS�WHERE�
EXPLORATIONS�OF�COOPERATIVE�ECONOMIES�CONTINUE�TO�TAKE�PLACE�44

6. In 2015 the annual summit of the public art organization 
#REATIVE�4IME�WAS�HELD�AFTER�ITS�EXCURSION�TO�A�MAJOR�INTERNA-
tional art event, the 56th Venice Biennale, with a stop at the 
large public Boys and Girls High School campus in Bedford-
Stuyvesant, Brooklyn. The theme of this gathering, Curriculum, 
WAS�IMMEDIATELY�INmECTED�WITH�THE�SOCIAL�DYNAMICS�OF�THE�HOST�
school, with teachers, students, and education activists speak-
ing along with artists and critics who were involved with or 
addressing education-related projects. This convergence of often 
separate social worlds and discourses modeled what dialogues 
are necessary if we are to overcome the present crises in educa-
tion, and represented a symbolic distribution of resources from 
“the art world” to a neighborhood school. Concurrent with this 
effort, Creative Time launched “The Art of the MOOC” with 
Duke University and artist Pedro Lasch in order to engage the 
massive potential of free globalized online education.45

7. The Saint Petersburg Street University emerged when members 
of the art group Chto Delat and unemployed academics and 
former students of the European University following its closure 
in 2008 “decided to go into the streets to hold their lessons […]. 
Given the insurrectional character of the circumstances they 
have retrieved the street debate and theatrical protest action 
as forms of learning.”46As one participant said in an interview 
shortly thereafter, “The university’s name refers to the only 
site where this kind of knowledge can be produced. Aside from 
other concerns, classes on the street are meant to put back the 
‘public’ into a public space that is shrinking at a precipitous rate 
[…]. In a word, the Street University is open for enrollment. 
!S�ITS�ADMISSIONS�OFlCE�INFORMS�US��TUITION�IS�FREE�AND�ALL�CLASSES�
are open to the public. The term of study is unlimited.”47

A Communiversity places emphasis on the social body, on con-
nectivity, on the meaning and ecology of the site of gathering 

 44  http://bfamfaphd.com/.
 45  http://creativetime.org/summit and http://creativetime.org/

projects/ art-mooc/.
 46  Marco Scotini, “The Disobedient Class, Bottom-up Academies 

AND�!FlRMATIVE�%DUCATION�v�IN�Teaching Art in the Neoliberal Realm, 
ed. Gielen and De Bruyne, 196.

 47  “(New) Street University in Petersburg,” Chtodelat News (blog), 
April 24, 2008, https://chtodelat.wordpress.com/2008/04/24/
new-street-university-in-petersburg/.

 48  Gielen, in Teaching Art in the Neoliberal Realm, ed. Gielen and 
De Bruyne, 6, 9, 25–31.
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and learning. It does not adopt easy answers. The concept of a 
Communiversity is based on an acknowledgement that schools need 
to make room for life, for the wildness, informality, and dismeas-
ure48 found in ecological and place-based education while challeng-
ing independent school–like projects to strive not to replace schools 
BUT�TO�FOCUS�ON�OFFERING�THE�PRElGURATIVE�OPTION�THAT�THE�INSTITUTIONS�
and formal schools cannot provide. As I demonstrate in the projects 
ENCOUNTERED�IN�THE�FACING�TEXT�AND�THE�SECTIONS�ABOVE��)�HAVE�BEEN�
looking for it for a long time. It feels within reach.

&ROM�WHERE�)�SIT��IN�THE�OFlCE��A�#OMMUNIVERSITY�THAT�SEES�
an integral relationship between inside and outside is something to 
build toward. What should we unfurl and where should we gather 
once we arrive?

A partial list of Artist School projects active since 2000 
(thanks to Katie Hargrave, Joseph Del Pesco, Dara 
Greenwald, Jacquelyn Strycker, David Batty, and 
Manifest 6’s Notes for an Art School for their past lists):

16 Beaver Group and And And And (including 
Ayreen Anastas and Rene Gabri, among  others); 
Anhoek School (Mary Walling Blackburn); 
ArtSchool Palestine (Charles Asprey, Sacha 
Craddock and Samar Martha); Arbour Lake 
Sghool (Andrew and John Frosst, Wayne Garrett, 
Ben Jacques, Justin Patterson, Scott Rogers, and 
Stacey Watson); Baltimore Free School; Bruce 
High Quality Foundation University (the Bruce 
High Quality Foundation); Centre for Advanced 
Study (Diana Mishkova); Colourschool (group at 
the University of British Columbia); Continental 
Drift through the Midwest Radical Cultural 
Corridor (Compass Group); Copenhagen Free 
University (Henriette Heise and Jakob Jakobsen); 
Cork Caucus on Art, Possibility and Democracy 
(National Sculpture Factory, Art/not art, Charles 
Esche and Annie Fletcher); Estudio Nómada 
(Iris Tonies and Arnout Krediet)��%XPLODING�
School, Skool of Refuse and Appropriation, and 
the University of Trash (Michael Cataldi and 
Nils Norman); Flying University and Laundry 
Lectures (Red76); Free University of Los Angeles; 
Future Academy (Clementine Deliss); James and 
Grace Lee Boggs Center to Nurture Community 
Leadership (Barbara Stachowski, Scott Kurashige, 
Stephen Ward, Rick Richard Feldman, Ron Scott, 
Shea Howell, Kim Sherobbi, Myrtle T. Curtis, 
Wayne Curtis, and Tawana Petty); Home Room 
Chicago (Aaron Rodgers); Independent School 
of Art (Jon Rubin); Informelle Universität in 
'RàNDUNG�)NFORMAL�5NIVERSITY�IN�&OUNDATION��
the Raumerweiterungshalle, Meine Akademie, 
)NTERFERENCE�!RCHIVE��)NTERmUGS��AND�&REE�#LASS�
(Autonomous Students Organisation, University of 
the Arts, Berlin); LA Public School (Telic); Learning 
Site (Learning Group); L’université tangente (Brian 
Holmes and Bureau d’Etudes); Machete Group 
('ABRIEL�2OCKHILL��!LEXI�+UKULJEVIC��!VI�!LPERT�AND�
Marginal Utility); Madison Mutual Drift (Karma 
Chávez, Brigitte Fielder, Colin Gillis, and Dan 
S. Wang); Manoa Free University, Martha Rosler 

Library (-ARTHA�2OSLER�AND�%mUX); Mess Hall 
(Temporary Services, Ava Bromberg, Marianne 
Fairbanks & Jane Palmer, Sam Gould, and Dan S. 
Wang); Mildred’s Lane (Mark Dion and J. Morgan 
Puett); Mountain School of Arts (Piero Golia 
and Eric Wesley); Momentary Academy (Ted 
Purves); Night School (Anton Vidokle); Oak Hill 
Center for Education and Culture (Kevin James, 
Lynn Hunter, Tannaz Motevalli, Jessica Douglas, 
Markele Cullins, Greg Rosenthal, Tanya Garcia, 
Sergio España, Priya Bhayana, Nick Petr, Ashley 
Hufnagel, and Sean Keelan); Oberliht Association 
(Vladimir Us); Open School East (Anna Colin, Sam 
Thorne, Sarah McCrory, and Laurence Taylor); 
Order of the Third Bird (including D. Graham 
Burnett, Jeff Dolven, Jac Mullen, Leonard Nalencz, 
Sal Randolph, and Audra Wolowiec); Paraeducation 
Department (Sarah Pierce and Annie Fletcher); 
Pickpocket Almanack (Joseph del Pesco); Pirate 
University (Miles de Viviendas); Public Social 
University (organized by social practice students at 
Portland State University); Publish and Be Damned 
Public Library (Three Letter Words); Pedagogical 
Factory (Stockyard Institute and AREA); Platypus 
Reading Group (Chris Cutrone); Proto Academy 
(Charles Esche); Read/Write Library (Nell Taylor); 
School for Creative Activism (Center for Artistic 
Activism); School for Engaged Art (Chto Delat); 
School of Echoes (Ultra-Red); School of the Future 
(Christopher Kennedy and Cassie Thornton); 
School of Missing Studies (Liesbeth Bik, Katherine 
Carl, Ana Dzokic, Srdjan Jovanovic Weiss, Ivan 
Kucina, Marc Neelen, Milica Topalovic, Jos Van 
Der Pol, Sabine von Fischer and Stevan Vukovic); 
School of Panamerican Unrest (Pablo Helguera); 
School of the Damned (Derek Horton, Pil & Galia 
Kollectiv, Gill Partington, Dan Mitchell); Shaping 
San Francisco (Chris Carlsson); Slought Foundation 
(Aaron Levy, Jean-Michel Rabaté, and Osvaldo 
Romberg); Sundown Schoolhouse (Fritz Haeg); 
the AS in the AS (Joanna Spitzner); Toronto School 
of Creativity & Inquiry; Trade School (Caroline 
Woolard, Rich Watts, Louise Ma, Or Zubalsky); 
Unitednationsplaza (Anton Vidokle); University 
of Sodan Art (Tsuyoshi Ozawa); Utopia School 
(Basekamp); Wondering Around Wandering 
(Mike Perry); Woodbine Collective.
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This book is published on the occasion of 
Activating Artifacts: About Academia��AN�EXHI-
bition project by Antoni Muntadas that con-
sists of two elaborate video installations. 
Its aim is to facilitate an interdisciplinary 
dialogue about higher education—its many 
limitations as well as new possibilities.

The project presents an opportunity to criti-
cally engage with the structure and function 
of the US university system. It does so by 
EXPLORING�THE�TOPICS�OF�PRIVATIZATION��CORPO-
RATIZATION��GENTRIlCATION��AND�GLOBALIZATION��
AS�WELL�AS�THE�COMPLEX�RELATIONSHIPS�BETWEEN�
the production of knowledge and the eco-
nomic interests it serves and generates. 

Whereas About Academia I (2011) addresses 
these issues from the perspective of profes-
SORS�AND�FACULTYAFlLIATED�SCHOLARS��About 
Academia II (2017) further elaborates on its 
THEMES�EXCLUSIVELY�FROM�THE�VIEWPOINT�OF�
STUDENTS��!S�A�WHOLE��THE�EXHIBITION�AND�THIS�
PUBLICATION�OPEN�A�SPACE�FOR�A�CRITICAL�EXAM-
ination of academic education.


